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Abstract

Research in Neural Networks is becoming more popular each year. Research has introduced different ways to utilize Neural Networks, but an important aspect is missing: Testing. There are only 16 papers that strictly
address Testing Neural Networks with a majority of them focusing on Deep
Neural Networks and a small part on Recurrent Neural Networks. Testing Recurrent neural networks is just as important as testing Deep Neural Networks
as they are used in products like Autonomous Vehicles. So there is a need
to ensure that the recurrent neural networks are of high quality, reliable, and
have the correct behavior. For the few existing research papers on the testing
of recur- rent neural networks, they only focused on LSTM or GRU recurrent
neural network architectures, but more recurrent neural network architectures
exist such as MGU, UGRNN, and Delta-RNN. This means we need to see if
ex- isting test metrics works for these architectures or do we need to introduce
new testing metrics. For this paper we have two objectives. First, we will
do a comparative analysis of the 16 papers with research in Testing Neural
Networks. We define the testing metrics and analyze the features such as
code availability, programming languages, related testing software concepts,
etc. We then perform a case study with the Neuron Coverage Test Metric.
We will conduct an experiment using unoptimized RNN models trained by a
tool within EXAMM, a RNN Framework and optimized RNN Models trained
and optimized using ANTS. We compared the Neuron Coverage Outputs with
the assumption that the Optimized Models will perform better.
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Introduction
Nowadays deep neural networks(DNN) are prevalent in many areas such
as autonomous driving [1], medical diagnosis [2], computer vision [3], and automatic speech recognition [4]. The applications have deep neural networks as
important components, meaning there is a need to ensure that neural networks
behave as intended. Similar to traditional software systems, deep neural network systems have to deal with erroneous behavior. Neural network systems
have bugs or vulnerabilities that occur, leading to problems such as unexpected crashes. These bugs can be the DNN performing incorrect/unexpected
behavior. This problem becomes bigger, especially when you have gone deep
into training thousands of neural networks, and it crashes unexpectedly. Traditional and Neural Network testing behave differently due to different programming paradigms and development processes, which means traditional software
testing practices are hard to use for Neural Network testing. As a result,
research in testing deep neural networks has become popular in recent years
as approaches are introduced to test and identify defects [11]– [19]. These
approaches help ensure the correctness and quality of the neural networks.
These approaches can be seen as part of software quality assurance in general,
where there are plenty of studies targeting the improvement and refactoring
of existing software systems [5–84].
Despite the growing popularity of testing approaches for Neural networks
specifically DNN, this area of research is still in its infant stage. There are
only a few papers in this research area compared to the general research area
of Neural Networks. Most existing approaches are not designed to be applied
1
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to other Neural Networks, such as Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN) which
is the Neural Network we will be focusing on in this paper. Similar to DNN,
Recurrent neural networks have to deal with bugs, so testing is needed. In
addition, recurrent neural networks need to be reliable, high quality, and have
the correct behavior. Testing helps ensure this, but recurrent neural networks
are much more complex than DNN. This makes designing testing approaches
much more difficult. Recurrent neural networks are a network of nodes that
are structured into successive iterations [17]. These iterations form temporal
behavior, which is an essential behavior of recurrent neural networks. They use
sequential data or time-series data when creating neural networks. In a recurrent neural network, the connections between the nodes can go in any direction
to another node and can also skip over nodes to other nodes. The output of
these nodes has have affect surrounding nodes whereas DNN assumes the input
and outputs are independent. The studies introduce several testing approaches
adapted from traditional software testing methods like coverage testing and
mutation testing. As mentioned before, these approaches focus on DNN, but
some approaches do focus on RNN. These approaches have only focused on
long-short memory networks(LSTM) [85] and gated recurrent unit(GRU) [86]
which are popular architectures of recurrent neural networks. There has been
no literature review for these papers that look at the approaches specifically
the testing metrics and what metrics are suitable for a specific type of Neural
Network or multiple types. In this paper, we will be doing a literature review
on the papers found in testing Neural networks where we will be studying the
testing metrics introduced and used in each paper and how they are used to
test neural networks. We will be comparing and contrasting multiple parts
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of these approaches such as target Neural networks, data set testing, coding
availability, testing metrics, etc. Later on in the paper, we will go into the
implementation of the Neuron coverage testing metric to see if that metric
is adaptable with the EXAMM framework [87]zza which is a neuro-evolution
Recurrent Neural Neural Network.
Paper Structure Section 2 provides a background of testing and EXAMM
Framework. Section 3 discusses the research objectives. Section 4 details the
papers and compares and contrasts to answer research questions. Section 5
goes into detail of a selected testing metric and the reasoning for the choice.
The implementation and the results are also discussed here as well. Section 6
goes over the threats to the paper. The paper is concluded in section 7 with
a summary of the results and a discussion of future work.

Background
2.0.1

Software Testing

Testing has always been an integral part of software development. Testing
is an activity or group of activities performed to determine the quality of software. This means checking whether the software fulfills the set requirements
and finding bugs in the software. 2 types of general testing approaches can
be done: white box testing and black-box testing. White box testing focuses
on the internal code whereas black block testing focuses on the functionality.
From here there are specific testing levels: Unit Testing, Integration Testing,
System Testing, and Acceptance Testing. Unit testing checks the basic level
of input and outputs and the function’s behavior. Integration testing test
that different parts of the software function together. System testing tests the
entire software, and acceptance testing is customer testing like a beta test.
These are the basic level testing, but other testing methods like coverage testing help with making sure the test themselves are of quality. Some of these
testing concepts can be adapted easily to Neural Networks and some can’t.
A big factor is developers build traditional software through logic consisting
of control flow statements whereas Neural Network-based software automatically learns its logic with little to no human interaction through weights and
activation functions [88].

4
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2.0.2

EXAMM Framework

For some discussions in the literature review and the subject for testing
for the implementation part, we will be using the Evolutionary eXploration of
Augmenting Memory Models(EXAMM) framework [87]. EXAMM evolves Recurrent Neural Networks using memory structures like ∆-RNN, GRU, LSTM,
MGU, and UGRNN. The Recurrent Neural network is evolved through mutation and Recombination operations. Examples of these operations are ”Disable edge” which disables a random edge, Add Edge which adds an edge to
a random set of nodes, Merge Node which combines two random nodes, and
many more. These mutations are done randomly as the model is generated.
We will be using a tool inside of EXAMM that will train unoptimized RNN
models. These unoptimized models are use as comparison vs optimized models.. For optimize RNN models, we use an ANTS(Ant-based Neural Topology
Search) algorithm that optimizes recurrent neural networks [89] [90]. This algorithm uses ants to walk a path through a Recurrent Neural Network model
and selects the best performing paths to generate a better neural network.
Paths are selected based on a pheromone value which is the probability of it
getting selected by an ant. This is done with several neural networks where
the best performing networks paths are rewarded with a higher pheromone
for a higher chance of being selected. The worse performing networks receive
a lower pheromone. This is done until a final Recurrent Neural Network is
outputted. ANTS trains and optimizes RNNs models.

Research Objective
3.1

Motivation

Testing is an important part of building software as it ensures the software
is of quality and working. This means that Neural Network-based software
should be tested as well. Because this area of research is still new, there are no
literature reviews on the existing testing approaches for Neural Networks. In
addition, there are no studies on if the current testing approaches are adaptable
to different types of Neural Networks outside of the initial test subject.

3.2

Contribution

The main contribution of this study is the creation of a literature review
of the existing testing approaches for Neural Networks. These test approaches
are compared and contrasted to help future researchers determine what metrics might work for their research. In addition, we attempt to adapt neuron
coverage a testing metric to the EXAMM Framework to study if the metric is
useful.

3.3

Research Questions

Literature Review Research Question
• RQ1: What Neural Network testing tools/approaches are available to
the community and what types of neural networks are testing(DNN,
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RNN, CNN)? Makes note of the available papers that address testing
neural networks and what specific neural networks the papers force on.
• RQ2: What are the Software testing-related concepts used(Coverage
testing, Mutation testing, etc)? Takes a look at the software testing
concepts used in the approaches presented by the papers. This means
how the testing is done, whether they looked at edge cases if they tried
to copy the concepts or adapt them, etc.
• RQ3: What data sets are used to train the neural network? just looks
at what data sets are used to train the neural networks, EXAMM mainly
focuses on time sets/numbers, but there are different types of data sets
like images.
Case Study Research Questions
• RQ1: Does the optimized RNNs perform better than the unoptimized
RNNs? We also analyze if the optimized RNN models will perform better
than the unoptimized RNN models at a given threshold.
• RQ2: Is coverage-based testing appropriated for ∆-RNN, GRU, MGU,
and UGRNN recurrent neural network architectures? Do we need to design new coverage metrics for the non-LSTM recurrent neural networks?
Analyzes the implementation process and/or data to determine whether
the coverage base testing is appropriate or not for the ∆-RNN, GRU,
LSTM, MGU, and UGRNN classes. We are answering whether adapting
the test coverage metrics is enough for the recurrent neural networks, or
do we need to introduce new test metrics for the different classes.

Research Findings
In this section, we present the findings for the proposed RQs based on a
set of 15 Neural Network testing-related publications mixed with publications
that introduced testing approaches and publications that adopted testing approaches. The papers were found manually and were found with the restriction
of 2018 to current. A crawler was used as well, but we found no relevant papers
in regard to our topic.

4.1

RQ1: What Neural Network testing tools/approaches
are available to the community and what types
of neural networks are testing(DNN, RNN, CNN,
etc)?

This RQ will consist of three parts. Part one will provide an overview of the
DNN related publications and test metric definitions. Part two will provide
an overview of the RNN-related publications and test metric definitions. Part
three will look at the programming languages used to develop these testing
approaches and the code base availability.

4.1.1

DNN Related Testing tools/approaches

This part, we will provide an overview of the publications that tested DNN
with their test approach. The publications are shared in no particular order.
There is only one paper that tested multiple Neural Networks, but DNN was
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the main focus.
One of the starting points for Neural Network testing is DeepXplore [91].
Here they introduce a white box differential testing algorithm that finds inputs
that trigger problems between multiple DNN. They also introduce one of the
first coverage metrics for DNN, Neuron Coverage(NC) which is a metric that
measures how much of a DNN has been tested. This is done by looking at
the ratio of active neurons to all neurons. Active neurons are determined
based on a predefined threshold. From here, other approaches have integrated
Neuron Coverage or have discovered other metrics for testing Neural Networks.
DeepTest [88] is a testing tool for detecting erroneous behavior in vehicles
that use DNN. Neuron Coverage is used to create test cases to maximize
Neuron Coverage. They tested against convolutional neural networks(CNN)
and LSTM recurrent neural networks. DeepTest tries to address DNN, CNN,
and recurrent neural networks at once.
There are some proposals for new metrics for DNN for test coverage after
Neuron Coverage was published. DeepGuage [92] built upon Neuron Coverage [91]. Here they introduce more test coverage criteria: k-Multisection
Neuron Coverage(KMNC), Neuron Boundary Coverage(NBC), Strong Neuron Activation Coverage(SNAC), Top-k Neuron Coverage, and Top-k Neuron
Patterns. k-multisection Neuron Coverage measures the ratio of all covered
sections of all neurons of a DNN. A neuron has a range of values that are
split into sections. Input covers a section if the output values fall in the value
range. Neuron Boundary Coverage measures the extent corner case regions
are covered outside of the main functional range. Strong Neuron Activation
Coverage measures how the upper(above maximum value) corner cases are
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covered. Top-k Neuron Coverage measures the ratio of neurons with the most
active neurons on each layer given a test set. Top-k Neuron Patterns look at
the neuron patterns(different activated scenarios) for the top active neurons
of each layer. Their proposed criteria help develop insight on the testing quality of DNN guiding effective testing. [93] introduces four test criteria that are
inspired by MC/DC test from traditional software testing. These are created
specifically for the structures of DNN. The test cases are generated based on
the symbolic approach and gradient-based heuristic search. Their approach
shows the importance of balancing between finding bugs and the computation
cost of generating test cases. This paper’s research is done based on the internal structure of DNN, which means we could not consider these metrics or
approaches due to recurrent neural network behaviors being different.
DeepHunter [94] proposes a coverage-guided fuzz testing framework for
DNN where they implement the test criteria mentioned in [91, 92]. The DeepHunter tool implements the test criteria and seed selection strategies. They
test how effective the tool is for coverage. A white-box testing approach exist
called called ADAPT [95] for DNN. This approach uses an adaptive neuron
selection strategy instead of a predetermined neuron selection. This allows
the tool to be more effective as neuron selection determines the effectiveness
of white box testing. This allows the white-box testing to adapt to different
neural network models and coverage metrics where in this case they test Neuron Coverage and Top-k Neuron Coverage. DeepMutation [96] similarly does
mutation testing for DNN. FFor this approach, they specialize in mutation
testing to determine test data quality. This is done following the same concepts of traditional mutation testing where faults are injected and effectiveness
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is determined by if these faults are detected. There are two metrics introduced
in the paper. MutationScore is defined by the set of classes mutant killed by
the test data. “Killed” means the test input data used on the mutant causes
different behavior from the original. AverageErrorRate measures the overall
difference in behavior introduced by the mutation operators.
Another paper that takes a separate path called Concolic Testing to help
determine coverage [97]. They still use previous coverage metrics such as
Neuron Coverage, MC/DC coverage, and Neuron Boundary coverage. In this
paper the focus in generating a test suite to ensure coverage for a DNN, this
is done by analyzing the activation patterns of the DNN and symbolic generation of new inputs. DLFuzzing [98] introductions the first differential fuzzing
testing framework for DNN. It mutates the input to ensure that Neuron Coverage is maximized and generates adversarial inputs without needing an outside
source like a similar DNN system or manual labeling. Another paper uses
fuzzing called SENSEI [99]. They use fuzzing to data augment the training
data which means adding some noise to the data to help the neural network
become more robust. Tensorfuzzing [100] uses coverage guide fuzzing to determine coverage based on Approximate Nearest Neighbor Algorithm(ANN).
ANN looks at neighboring inputs to see if they are covered and determines
based on that if the current input is covered

4.1.2

RNN Related Testing tools/approaches

Three papers investigate the testing of recurrent neural networks directly.
The first paper is TestRNN [101]. This is a coverage guide testing approach
for LSTM class recurrent neural networks. They design LSTM related cover-
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age metrics: boundary coverage, step-wise coverage, and temporal coverage.
Boundary Coverage covers the boundary values of the LSTM data flow. Stepwise Coverage looks at the temporal changes between connected cells. Finally,
temporal Coverage exploits temporal patterns of bounded length. Their paper
aims to show that their testing approach is efficient and effective at achieving
high coverage and detecting erroneous behavior for LSTM.
DeepStellar [102] is a general-purpose quantitative analysis framework for
RNN-based systems. They introduce several coverage metrics such as Trace
similarity, basic state coverage, and basic transition coverage based on an abstract model created from RNN internal characteristics. DeepStellar detects
adversarial samples and does coverage guide testing based on the metrics and
test criteria. Here their coverage metrics are based on a state level and transition level where they are looking at how much of the internal states and
how thoroughly the recurrent neural network is tested. Trace Similarity Metrics quantify the prediction differences of different inputs at state-based and
transition-based levels. For state-level coverage, Based State Coverage measures how thoroughly the test inputs cover the major function region visited
while training where it treats every state as equal. Weighted State Coverage
is similar to Base State Coverage, but instead, a weight can be assigned to
emphasize some states more than others. N-Step State Boundary Coverage
measures how well test inputs cover the corner case regions. Basic Transition
Coverage compares the transitions exercised during the training and testing
for transition-level coverage. Weighted Transition Coverage is similar to Basic
Transition Coverage, but weight can be assigned to emphasize some transitions.
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Another approach is RNN-Test [103] which expands the adversarial testing
research area for RNN. They focus on RNN systems with sequential outputs,
where the RNN-test focuses on the main sequential structure without any
limitations of tasks. They introduce two coverage metrics Hidden state coverage and cell state coverage. Hidden State Coverage captures RNN prediction
logic. Cell State Coverage(design for LSTM) looks at more sections to explore
more context space. Their evaluation showed that their coverage testing outperformed Neuron Coverage. DeepMutation++ [104] is written by the same
authors as DeepMutation [96]. Here they focus on mutation testing RNN and
Feed-forward Neural networks(FNN). The metrics used here are Kscore1 and
Kscore2. Kscore1 calculates the killing score for whole data(DNN). Larger
the value of Kscore1 the less robust the model is on the input. Kscore2 calculates the killing score for a segment(RNN model). Indicates the prediction
probability divergence on the output. The larger the value of kscore2, the less
robust the model is against the segment.

4.1.3

Programming Languages

The programming languages used to develop the testing approaches were
consistent when looking at all the papers. The most commonly used language
was python as shown in 4.1. There is no surprise with this discovery as several
python libraries exist for Neural Network development that researchers can
use. There are a couple of outliers as the adapt [95] paper uses Jupyter Notework to develop the adapt framework. TensorFuzz [100] in addition to Python
also uses C++. EXAMM Framework that will be used for generating models
later on in the paper is built using C++. This is taken into consideration
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when we decide on a testing approach to adapt as we want to make sure we
can translate the python code to c++. Majority of the papers have the code
base available except for DeepGuage [92], Testing Deep Neural Network [93],
DeepMutation [96], and DeepHunter [94].

4.2

RQ2: What are the Software testing-related
concepts used(Coverage testing, Mutation testing, etc)?

This RQ will have three parts. Part one will discuss the Coverage related
concepts. Part two will discuss the mutation-related concepts.

4.2.1

Coverage Testing

In figure 4.1, the testing metric column shows all the testing metrics that
the papers use. A common word that is used is coverage which is related
to coverage testing. Coverage testing in the traditional software setting has
two parts: Code Coverage and Test Coverage. Code Coverage ensures that
all parts of the code are tested at least once. Test Coverage is making sure
each requirement is tested at least once. 4.1 shows that 13 of 15 papers are
coverage related metric. The coverage concept that these papers are adapted
are all code coverage related, but they take a different approach than looking
at the code coverage. They adapt the idea by looking at the coverage of the
Neural Network. This means traversing the neural network looking at something specific in the neurons or edges. In addition to this new concept, there

15

Table 4.1: Corpus of Papers related to Testing Neural Networks
Study

Year

Type
of
NN tested

Testing Metrics

Tool Availability

Test Data Set

DeepXplore:
Automated
Whitebox Testing of Deep
Learning Systems

2017

General
DNN

Neuron Coverage

https://github.
com/peikexin9/
deepxplore

”MNIST,
ImageNet,Driving,
Contagio/VirusTotal,
and
Drebin”

Python

DeepTest: Automated Testing
of Deep-Neural-Network-driven
Autonomous Cars

2018

”DNN,
RNN,
CNN”

Neuron Coverage

https://github.
com/ARiSE-Lab/
deepTest

”Rambo, Chauffeur, Epoch”

Python

DeepGauge: Multi-Granularity
Testing Criteria for Deep
Learning Systems

2018

DNN

N/A

”MNIST, ImageNet”

N/A

”MNIST: LeNet-1, LeNet-4,
LeNet-5;ImageNet:
VGG-19,
ResNet-50”

N/A

”MNIST,
geNet”

N/A

ImageNet: VGG16

N/A

”MNIST, CIFAR-10”

Python

popular models in previous
work

N/A

”MNIST,
geNet”

Python

”MNIST: LeNet-1,
LeNet5;CIFAR-10: ResNet-20, VGG16;ImageNet: MobileNet”

Testing Deep Neural Networks

DNN

DeepMutation: Mutation Testing of Deep Learning Systems

2018

DNN

DeepHunter:
A CoverageGuided Fuzz Testing Framework for Deep Neural Networks

2019

DNN

”k-multisection Neuron Coverage, Neuron Boundary Coverage, Strong Neuron Activation
Coverage, Top-k Neuron Coverage, Top-k Neuron Patterns”
”Sign-Sign Coverage/SS Coverage, Value-Sign Coverage/VS
Coverage, Sign-Value Coverage/SV Coverage, Value-Value
Coverage/VV Coverage”
”MutationScore,
AveErrorRate(AER)”
”Neuron
Coverage,
kmultisection neuron coverage,
neuron boundary coverage,
strong neuron activation coverage, top-k neuron coverage”

RNN-Test: Towards Adversarial Testing for Recurrent Neural
Network Systems

2019

RNN

”Hidden State Coverage, Cell
State Coverage”

Coverage Guided Testing for
Recurrent Neural Networks

2019

RNN

”Boundary Coverage, Step-wise
Coverage, Temporal Coverage”

Effective White-Box Testing
of Deep Neural Networks with
Adaptive
Neuron-Selection
Strategy

2020

DNN

”Neuron Coverage, Top-k Neuron coverage”

DeepStellar:
Model-Based
Quantitative Analysis of Stateful Deep Learning Systems

2019

RNN

Concolic Testing for Deep Neural Networks

2018

DNN

”Trace
Similarity
metrics:
State and transition based
Coverage: Basic State Coverage, Weighted State Coverage,
n-Step State Boundary Coverage, Basic Transition Coverage,
Weighted Transition Coverage.”
”Lipschitz Continuity, Neuron
Coverage, Sign-Sign Coverage/SS Coverage,
Neuron
Boundary Coverage”

Fuzz Testing based Data Augmentation to Improve Robustness of Deep Neural Networks

2020

DNN

”Classification-based
robustness, Loss-based robustness”

DLFuzz: Differential Fuzzing
Testing of Deep Learning Systems

2018

DNN

Neuron Coverage

TensorFuzz: Debugging Neural Networks with CoverageGuided Fuzzing

2019

NN

Approximate
neighbr(ANN)
coverage

DeepMutation++:
a Mutation testing framework for Deep
Learning System

2019

RNN
FNN

”KScore1, Kscore2”

to

nearest
determine

Language
Written

CIFAR-10,

CIFAR-10,

Ima-

Ima-

https://github.
com/wxlsummer/
RNN-Test

”PTB language model, Spell
checker model, DeepSpeech
ASR model”

Python

https://github.
com/xiaoweih/
testingRNN

”MNIST, IMDB, Lipophilicity,
UCF101”

Python

https://github.
com/kupl/adapt

”MNIST, ImageNet”

https://github.
com/xiaoningdu/
deepstellar

https://github.
com/TrustAI/
DeepConcolic

Target Neural Networks models/data sets
”MNIST: LeNet-1,
LeNet4,
LeNet-5;ImageNet:
VGG-16,
VGG-19,
ResNet50;Driving:
DAVEorig, DAVE-norminit, DAVEdropout;Contagio/VirusTotal:
3;DNN based on 135 static
features for PDFrate;Drebin: 3
out 36 DNN from Grozze et al”
Rambo:
3 CNN;Chauffeur:
CNN and LSTM;Epoch: CNN
CH2 002 dataset

PTB language model: Two
layer
LSTM;Spell
checker
model:
Two later bidirection
LSTM;DeepSpeech
ASR model:
One-layer bidirection LSTM with CNN
layers;MNIST-LSTM
model:
One-layer LSTM
”MNIST: LSTM;Lipophilicity
prediction:
LSTM
model;IMBD: LSTM;UCF101:
VGG16+LSTM, VGG16 is a
CNN for imageNet”

Jupyter
Notebook

”MNIST: LeNet-4,
LeNet5;ImageNet: VGG-19, ResNet50”

”DeepSpeech 0.1.1 Bi-LSTM,
DeepSpeech
0.3.0
LSTM,
MNIST-LSTM LSTM, MNISTGRU GRU”

Python

”DeepSpeech
0.1.1
BiLSTM;DeepSpeech
0.3.0
LSTM;MNIST: MNIST-LSTM
LSTM, MNIST-GRU GRU”

”MNIST, CIFAR-10”

Python

N/A

CIFAR-10,

Python

”GTSRB: 4 models;FashionMNIST: 3 models;CIFAR-10:
WideResnet, 3 ResNet models;SVHN: VGG model and
another model from a paper;IMDB: VGG16, VGG19”
”MNIST: LeNet-1, LeNet-4,
LeNet-5;ImageNet:
VGG-16,
VGG-19, ResNet50”

https://github.
com/gaoxiang9430/
sensei

”GTSRB, FM,
IMDB, SVHN”

https://github.
com/turned2670/
DLFuzz

”MNIST, ImageNet”

Python

https://github.
com/tensorflow/
tensorflow

MNIST

C++
and
Python

N/A

https://sites.
google.com/view/
deepmutationpp/
home

IMDB

Python

LeNet-model

is a change in terms of unit testing. Unit testing is the usual way to ensure
code coverage, but due to the adaption, a new approach is needed, which is
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where test data comes in. Test data is used to test neural network models,
but only the neural network’s final output is looked at. Because of the new
coverage concept, papers looked at what happens at each node when input is
entered into the neural network model. So test data becomes important here
as researchers can investigate how a node functions when an adversarial input
is entered into the model. An adversarial input is an input that is similar to
a working input, but the model generates a different output. The more adversarial inputs one has, the more tested/covered your neural network. Some
papers also introduce algorithms to generate test data or adversarial inputs to
help increase coverage. For example, Neuron Coverage [91] traverses the hidden layers of the neural networks, looks at the node’s output, and compared it
to a user input threshold to determine whether the node is activated/covered.
From here their algorithm looks at the nodes not coverage and tries to generate a test input that would result in the node being covered. Overall Neuron
Coverage is a good example of a general coverage metric for a neural network
without the algorithm. Other coverage test metrics go into more detail when
traversing the Neural network. DeepGuage [92] introduces several coverage
test metrics that look at more edge cases and patterns. For example Neuron,
Boundary Coverage looks at the edge cases outside of the expected outputs and
Strong Neuron Activation Coverage looks passed the maximum limit output
cases. The coverage test metrics from DeepGuage and DeepXplore(Neuron
Coverage) are used as references or adapted into a different framework for
most papers found. In addition, most coverage test metrics are only tested on
DNN.
As mentioned before there are only four papers that focus on RNN with
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one using a different testing concept, this means that the coverage metrics
are made with RNN inner workings in mind. RNN-Test [103] created their
coverage metrics hidden state and cell state coverage with the LSTM RNN in
mind. There was also a focus on generating adversarial inputs due to other
works having only focused on adversarial inputs for DNN. Their goal was to
be able to generate adversarial inputs that were outside of the threshold of
the training data whereas TestRNN [101] and Deepstellar [102] created their
adversarial input generation within the thresholds of the training data they
used. TestRNN coverage metrics are more temporal focused which is a big
part of RNN. DeepStellar coverage metrics are based on the major functional
regions and corner case regions. In general, all the test metrics follow similar
patterns of introducing a test metric with the support of test cases or adversarial input generations. A common trend was papers reusing coverage test
metrics and adding their algorithm to test the coverage.

4.2.2

Mutation Testing

Besides coverage testing, there was only one other type of testing: Mutation testing. DeepMutation [96] and DeepMutation++ [104] are both written
by the same author and follow the same concept. DeepMutation is focused
on DNN whereas DeepMutationn++ is focused on RNN. The traditional Mutation testing definition is creating programs with faults to see if a test can
detect those faults. The faults are generated using Mutation Operator. The
papers both introduce a neural network adapted mutation testing concept.
For the DNN-related mutation testing, The data and training program are
mutated using mutant operators and used to generate a mutated model. The
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model is then tested with a test data set of successful inputs from the original
model. The RNN-related mutation testing generates the RNN model and then
mutates the model using mutant operators, then similar to the DNN testing,
a test data set of successful inputs is used. Both papers have similar test
metrics, where they are looking for the metric for how many mutations were
caught.

4.3

RQ3: What data sets are used to train the neural network?

This RQ will have one part where we briefly discuss the models and data
sets used by the papers.

4.3.1

Modal and Data sets Used

For all the papers two consistent names came up when looking at 4.1:
MNIST and ImageNet. MNIST is a database with handwritten digits as images. ImageNet is a database that consists of millions of pictures for visualbased training. As they are both image-based data sets, some of the code for
the paper is specifically image-based such as deepXplore where their adversarial generation is strictly image-based, but their Neuron Coverage code is
generalized. In addition, there are some cases where MNIST was used for the
testRNN [101] paper for testing. Outside of these common datasets, Papers
used a variety of data sets such as CIRFAR-10, DeepSpeech, IMDB, etc.
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4.4

Discussion

Our findings provide an understanding of the basics of all the papers. As
shown by the RQ, this area of research is still new and there is still more
potential to explore other testing concepts outside of coverage and mutation
testing. Exploring more traditional testing concepts is an open playing field.
We see that the early papers introducing coverage metrics had set a foundation
and basic level concept for coverage testing a Neural network. There are some
limits to considering what coverage test metric to adapt as code bases are
missing For the existing codebases, there may be a learning curve due to the
complexity and early stage of the research area. With several papers reusing
old coverage test metrics, future researchers have an idea of what coverage
test metrics may be easier to pick up since they get different perspectives on
how the coverage testing metric is implemented. The Data sets do not have
a big impact, but caution will be needed as testing metrics may be created
specifically a data set.

Case Study
We did an experiment using the testing metric Neuron Coverage on several unoptimized RNN models generated by EXAMM and several optimized
RNN models generated using the ANTS Algorithm. The case study will be
split into fours part. We will discuss Neuron Coverage, the test metric that
we will be implementing, how Neuron Coverage works, and why we chose it
over other reviewed test metrics. Next, we will talk about the implementation
process(language, testing, code, etc). We will discuss the experiment and,
lastly, we will go through the experiment results. Coming into this case study,
we assumed that the optimized model will perform better than the unoptimized one as the optimized model is more efficient in using the nodes than the
unoptimized model’s nodes.

5.1

Neuron Coverage

As mentioned in the literature review, Neuron Coverage was the test metric introduced in the deepXplore [91] paper. Neuron Coverage is measured by
the ratio of unique nodes that have been activated for an input and the total
amount of nodes in the Neural Network shown in figure5.3. A node is considered activated when its output is greater than a user input threshold. Neuron
Coverage was selected as the test metric to adapt to the EXAMM framework

N euronCoverage =
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because it was the most basic level test metric and coverage check among the
test metrics introduced earlier in this paper. This means we wouldn’t have
to do any significant changes to the EXAMM framework code to access the
node outputs in the neural network. Another reason was this test metric was
adapted to several other papers showing how adaptable the test metric is.
This also means that we had multiple code bases to study if we run into any
problems with the original code base. Due to the simplicity of the codebase
the adaption from python the language used in the original paper would be
an easy conversion to C++ the language used in EXAMM.

5.2

Implementation

Our implementation Neuron Coverage was built using C++ on Linux. Our
implementation consist of 27 lines of C++ code. We leverage several classes
available in EXAMM that gave us access to parts of the Recurrent Neural
Network model that was generated. For the Neuron Coverage implementation, we had to first study EXAMM and understand where the best place
would be to put the code. We took advantage of a method in the RNN class
called forward pass(). This method loops the time series data and calculates
the output for the nodes and edges(connections between nodes). For Neuron
Coverage, we needed access to the output value for each node for each time
series input and this method has the exact information that we need.
We took the next step of making a dictionary of all the hidden layer nodes.
Here the key was a tuple with the hidden layer and innovation number. In
EXAMM, each node is assigned a unique innovation number when a model
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is generated. For a neural network, there are three-layer: input layer, hidden
layer, and output layer. EXAMM assigns a number to each layer where input
layer one is always 0, hidden layer is 1 to the number less than the output
layer, and output layer is the max count of layers. An example of a Neural
Network with the layers labeled is shown in figure 5.1. The value for the tuple
key is a type Boolean where it’s set as FALSE. We looped through the list of
nodes and checked if the node was not in the input and output layers before
adding it to the dictionary.

[(layer, innvoN um)] = f alse;
We then created a function called update neuron coverage(), where the
Neuron Coverage is calculated for each node. This method is called for each
time series input that is looped over. In the method, we loop the list of nodes

Figure 5.1: Example of a RNN model trained by EXAMM with the layers
labeled
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to have access to the node object. The node object has the layers, innovation
number, and a list of the outputs for that particular node. We create a tuple
representing the layer and innovation number from the node object. Here we
check if the key exists in the dictionary. If the key exists, we check if the
output for the node is greater than the threshold and the value has not been
set to true. The output is found in the list based on the time series index in
the for loop from the forward pass() method. We then calculate the Neuron
Coverage using the formula mentioned earlier. The coverage node amount was
found based on how many keys had the TRUE value. The total node count
was found by getting the size of the dictionary of nodes.

Figure 5.2: Code for Creating the Dictionary of Nodes

Figure 5.3: Code for determining coverage and calculating Neuron Coverage
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5.3

Data Set and Experiment Design

The Data Set we will be using is from a coal-fired power plant which was
used in the EXAMM paper [87]. This data set will be used to train and
test the unoptimized and optimized RNN model. We will be generating 10
unoptimized RNN models and 10 optimized RNN models for the experiment.
For the threshold to determine the Neuron Coverage we will be using 0.25.

5.4

Results

Here we will discuss the findings based on testing the unoptimized models and optimized models with Neuron Coverage and the learning process of
applying Neuron Coverage to the EXAMM framework.

Figure 5.4: Unoptimized and Optimized Neuron Coverage results
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5.4.1

RQ1: Does the optimized RNNs perform better then
the unoptimized RNN?

Coming into this experiment there was a hypothesis set that optimized
RNNs will have better Neuron Coverage than the unoptimized RNNs. The
results shown in 5.4. Looking at the Neuron Coverage for Unoptimized RNNs,
There were some noticeable outliers on the low ends like 20.05% and 15.02%
Neuron Coverage. This means that those particular models weren’t very efficient with their nodes, meaning the output values of the nodes were on the
lower end. This typically means that the output values did not affect the neighboring nodes as much compared to higher output values. With the threshold
being 0.25 which is low, the output values should be passing the activation
test. So it was interesting to see that there were low percentages for the Neural
Networks. Some Neuron Coverage measured on the higher end as well: 55.07%
and 54.37%. This shows that these particular models were the best performing
models. These RNNs have more nodes that output values high than 0.25. In
general, the average Neuron Coverage for the Unoptimized RNNs was 42.92%
with the majority of the Neuron Coverage percentages hovering in the high
40s. For optimized RNNs, it was more spread out compared to the unoptimized Neuron Coverages, but there were some outliers. On the lower end,
there was 28.63%, which is still higher than the unoptimized low-end outliers.
So we can see that there is a sign that optimized RNNs are performing better
than the unoptimized RNNs. For the upper outliers, we have 63.48% and
62.46%, which are similar to the lower ones and higher than the unoptimized
RNN’s higher-end outliers. In general, the average Neuron Coverage for the
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optimized RNNs was 46.09% with the Neuron Coverages being more spread
out.
With the average Neuron Coverage for the unoptimized RNNs being 42.92%
and the average Neuron Coverage for the optimized RNNs being 46.09%. We
can see that the optimized RNNs had higher Neuron Coverage for the threshold of 0.25 than the unoptimized RNNs. This shows that optimized was more
efficient as the nodes output higher values affect the neighboring nodes. Even
though optimized performed better, there wasn’t a huge difference with the
gap being 3% between the averages.

5.4.2

RQ2: Is coverage-based testing appropriated for ∆-RNN,
GRU, MGU, and UGRNN recurrent neural network architectures? Do we need to design new coverage metrics
for the non-LSTM recurrent neural networks?

For our experiment, the unoptimized RNN was generated using LSTM,
but the optimized RNN was generated using all architecture types: ∆-RNN,
GRU, LSTM, MGU, and UGRNN. Neuron Coverage was able to perform
on both models successfully. This shows that Neuron Coverage is a viable
option for delta-RNN, GRU, MGU, and UGRNN along with LSTM. This
result is expected to some extent because of how generalized Neuron Coverage
is. Neuron Coverage just looks at the output value of a node and does not
dive deeper into the node. This means there is no need for consideration of
the specific working of the architectures.
From here there is a possibility to create testing metrics to cater towards ∆-
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RNN, GRU, LSTM, MGU, and UGRNN. During the implementation, there
was no scenario where we were required to access anything related to the
architecture types. This can be seen as a good and bad thing. If you were
hoping to test the specific architecture Neuron Coverage will not give you
useful information. This means that if you are interested in testing particular
architectures you will need to explore other testing metrics and/or create your
own. For this RNNTest [103] would be a good example/reference for this as
their test metrics were explicitly made for LSTM. This shows that it is possible
to create testing metrics for the individual architectures, but a question of if
it’s worth time as LSTM is the most popular of all architectures for RNNs.

Threats to Validity
This section goes over factors that may impact the applicability of the
observations to the real world. It is split into 3 sections: construct, internal,
and external validity.

6.1

Internal Validity

Internal validity pertains to the uncontrolled factors that interfere with
the study results. The main threat here is the threshold was a big variable
on whether neuron coverage was successful. If the threshold was 0 neuron
coverage would 100%, if the threshold was 1, neuron coverage would be almost
0%. Finding a good threshold difficult, but a way to deal with this is to present
a range of thresholds. Another threat is the unoptimized and optimized RNN
Models are never a perfect match, this means a comparison on performance
should be looked at with skepticism. The major difference was the architecture
use where unoptimized used LSTM and optimized randomly used -RNN, GRU,
LSTM, MGU, and UGRNN to train the model. This can be dealt with by
specifying the architectures that the optimized Model is trained with, but this
would warrant for a new research area as you would be exploring the specific
Architectures.

6.2

External Validity

The main external threat to validity with this study was not all papers
had a available code base. This means that papers no code bases were not
28
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considered when a test metric was selected. This can be dealt with by emailing
specific authors or attempting to implement the test metric based on the paper.
Another threat is that the papers found were manually collected, here using
crawlers to search for related papers using keywords could potentially find
more papers, but the current papers were the main ones. Another threat was
due to the limited time at the end, the sample size for RNNs was not big
enough to get a more thorough experiment. Ideally 20 to 30 models for each
optimized and unoptimized would give us a more accurate results and be able
to tell the significant difference.

Conclusion & Future Work
The objectives of this work were to create and analyze the papers that exist
for the research of testing Neural Networks and a case study with the Neuron
Coverage test metric. To do this we documented different features of the
paper such as defining test metrics, looking at the targeted neural network,
programming language used for implementation, availablitity of code base,
etc. We also implemented neuron coverage in the EXAMM framework and
used the EXAMM framework and ANTS to train and test unoptimized and
optimized neural networks. Here we assume the optimized RNNs will have
a better performance than the unoptimized RNNs. For the literature review
results we determined that Testing Neural Network papers are mainly focused
on DNNs with a few on RNNs. Most testing metrics were focused on coverage
testing where they were mixed between generalize test metrics or catered to
specific Neural Networks. The case study results showed that the optimized
RNNs had a higher Neuron Coverage than the unoptimized RNNs for the
threshold of .25 which confirms our assumption. We also learned that Neuron
Coverage is a good testing metric for generalize test for all types of RNNs.
Our paper is the start of exploring the existing testing metrics for Neural
Networks. For Neuron Coverage, we need to explore the testing metric more
to see if the metric can find erroneous behavior based on the Neuron Coverage
results. This includes seeing improvements to the models to improve Neuron
Coverage. We can also explore the results with an array of threshold between
0 and 1 to see how Neuron Coverage performs. For future EXAMM work,
looking at other testing metrics and adapting them will be important. We are
30
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still looking to see if all the test metrics are adaptable to EXAMM as we want
to if they will give us more useful information to test RNNs generated from
EXAMM. This includes considering new testing metrics for the architecture
outside of LSTM.
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